Empower Your
Digital Workplace
With Hitachi Content
Platform Portfolio
Transform the Digital Enterprise for
Modern Work Environments
SO L UTION PRO F I L E

The era of the digital enterprise has arrived. Businesses are seeking to transform how data is used and
accessed to gain competitive advantage and retain employees. The modern workforce wants to be
productive from anywhere, using familiar tools and bring-your-own-device (BYOD) options. And, just about
every IT department is striving for visibility and control over corporate data, regardless of where it resides.
The digital workplace promotes new, more efficient ways of working and improves employee engagement
and worker flexibility. Digital workplace environments are nonroutine, collaborative and mobile. CIOs
and leadership want to deploy a cohesive approach in accordance with business goals. Because goals
change, the digital workplace requires agility and efficiency to move with the times. So, how do you
empower your digital workplace while controlling the data enterprise?

Sophisticated Ransomware and Complex
IT Environments Put Data at Risk
The digital workplace is collaborative and dynamic by nature, and must be productive and risk-adverse
by design. Your path to supporting digital work environments starts with a single decision: Evolve IT or get
left behind.
Most organizations are still hampered by siloed or disjointed resources. Add the turmoil of shadow IT and
unstructured data growth, and you face untenable business consequences. Modernizing the workplace
requires a unified, enterprise-grade, cloud-based solution.

Evolve IT with a modern data foundation that is simple, agile and trusted to optimize productivity of
your digital workplace without the risk.

Liberate and Protect Your Data With the Hitachi Content Platform Portfolio
Rethink how to support all the ways people work while maintaining governance and visibility across the
content ecosystem. The Hitachi Content Platform (HCP) portfolio helps you broker a holistic approach to
your digital transformations.
The HCP portfolio encompasses a tightly integrated and intelligent software-defined architecture that
makes an ideal foundation for your digital enterprise. Hitachi Content Platform is object-storage software
that unifies data so you can organize, preserve and search vast content repositories while delivering
differentiated cloud-storage services. Give employees the anywhere tools they crave with Hitachi Content
Platform Anywhere (HCP Anywhere), our enterprise file sync and share with secure, continuous data
access. Provide file service at remote sites with HCP Anywhere edge file share, and engage Hitachi
Content Intelligence (HCI) to automate policy-based data exploration and analytics.
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Hitachi Content Platform Portfolio for
All the Ways You Work
Anytime, Anywhere, Any-Device Access
HCP portfolio facilitates the BYOD freedom users
want, digital transformation for the business, and
the control you require. Give users access to
their data anywhere, anytime, from any device,
and from existing NAS shares and Microsoft
SharePoint environs.

Protect Valuable User Data
Limit data loss from user devices and edge
locations in the event of a ransomware attack, user
error or device failure by rolling back to the latest
version of any file; don’t be limited to the version
linked with the latest backup.
Protect your data and recover with ease.

Empower workers and increase productivity.

Optimized Group Collaboration
Digital work life is nonroutine. HCP portfolio
enables seamless device-independent
collaboration via shared folders and group
repositories. Now, individuals can work more
effectively in a formalized or ad hoc group,
and groups can create something beyond an
individual’s personal capabilities.

■■

Consumerized look and feel.

■■

Enterprise file sync and share.

■■

Supports the DevOps culture.

■■

End-user and remote office data protection.

Pro-Developer Culture
HCP portfolio exploits distributed, partitioned
development environments and open APIs and
SKDs so DevOps teams can build, test and deploy.
Support unfettered DevOps creativity and promote
continuous delivery.
Support fast, simple developer-owned tenancy
and work environments.

Simplify workflows and foster collaboration.
Elastic and Pervasive Data Protection
Protect end-user data in BYOD scenarios, and give
users self-service recovery. Protect data at remote
and branch offices with HCP Anywhere edge file
share. Control data with role-based authentication,
encryption, remote wipe and mobile device
management. Mitigate ransomware, data leakage
and intrusions.

Information Governance
Effective information governance is critical
to the successful digital workplace. HCP
portfolio ingests, tags, stores and analyzes
communications, like email journals, and governs
multitenancy. It equips you with intelligent content
management and metadata capabilities.
Superior visibility, control and compliance of
critical data assets.

Safeguard company data wherever it goes.
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A Trusted Advisor
for Implementing
Your Digital
Workplace
Innovate without limits. As the market leader
in digital transformation, Hitachi is uniquely
positioned to help you elevate and empower
your digital workplace. Hitachi is proven as a
trusted technology partner, working to evolve
the value of global, mobile data.
■■

■■

■■
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 cean University of China builds next-generation
O
cloud on Hitachi technologies.
Hitachi Content Platform Anywhere enables an
Italian bank to easily build, deploy and manage a
new, cost-effective infrastructure.
Precision Discovery chooses Hitachi converged
and data mobility solutions to move, manage and
protect information.

HCP solution gets to the heart of
what many customers are looking to
accomplish in the areas of hybrid cloud
and workforce mobility while retaining
visibility and control over their digital
assets.
IDC MarketScape:
Worldwide Object-Based Storage 2016
Vendor Assessment

Next Steps
1. M
 odernize your data platform with simple, agile and trusted solutions from Hitachi.
2. Deploy Hitachi Content Platform security and freedom in one solution.
3. Use HCP Anywhere for enterprise file sync and share.
5. L
 earn more about Hitachi Content Intelligence for data exploration, search
and analytics.

See firsthand how you can boost BYOD and remote workforce
productivity: Try HCP Anywhere free for 60 days.

Hitachi Vantara At a Glance
Your data is the key to new revenue, better customer experiences and lower costs. With technology and expertise,
Hitachi Vantara drives data to meaningful outcomes.
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